INTRODUCTION
Due to adequate atomization and high vaporizing rate, Cross Jet injection is one of the most advanced fuel injection systems. Furthermore, in order to achieve a desirable fuel to air ratio it is possible to use momentum ratio changes and adjustable injection angles or even swirl injector. All the aforementioned examples are a proof of high capability of this procedure in achieving desirable fuel to air ratio. In the end, all of these reduce the environmental pollution and fuel consumption and increase the ignition efficiency. So far, many analytical, experimental and numerical approaches were used to study microminiaturization characteristics of a jet liquid Perpendicular on gas flow. Each one of these approaches are focused on a specific segment of jet characteristics and cross-flow and multiple equation were developed to predict crossover flow characteristics. Crossover flows nature is reported to be extremely unsteady. This unsteadiness happen because of the boundary layers close to the wall and the turbulence in the flow. Most of the past studies were focused on jet path and depth of penetration and jet lateral spread [11] . Woo et al. [2] used a force balance in cross air direction between aero dynamical acceleration Force and after force on jet pillar to simulate jet movement path.
Marzbali et al. [12] theoretically studied the changes at the incoming liquid jet pillar path to the cross over gas flow. They analytically studied liquid jet path close to nozzle for momentum below 100 and weber number more than 100 and offered an analytical equation for jet path. Riyan et al. [13] offered a new numerical approach including 2 separate sub model. Gas Cross flow is simulated by commercial code CFX to predict local pressure and gas pillar around jet pillar and on the other hand, liquid jet was changed by VOF which is being linked with CFX using duplicate method. By comparing the mean path and empirical results, they showed that results are completely overlapped. In this study, with concentrate to numerical study and VOF method, we tried to analyze effective factors on jet liquid path and penetration depth of jet liquid in cross air flow and to find out the effect of nozzle geometry on liquid jet path and penetration in cross air flow.
VOF METHOD
This approach is also known as Volume of fluid or (VOF) and is more common than other approaches. In this approach, the color function (F) for one of the fluids is one and for the other is equal to zero. Using this function it is possible to define the physical characteristics of fluid at any point in the range of solution. If we consider  as a physical characteristic like density, viscosity etc…, for this property, we can use the following equation:
Where  is intended fluid. Mathematical presentation of the function F is as below: 11 20
In other words, F is ratio of volume of fluid 1 to the total cell volume. So in cells where only fluid 1 exist, this function is equal to 1 and in cells with only fluid 2, it is equal to 0. It is clear that in a cell with both fluids, F is between 0 and 1. Figure 1describe this in a more clear way.
Figure1. Common surface between two fluids
In Figure 1 , black space is fluid and white space is fluid 2. As you can see some cells have both white and black spaces which actually is the shared space. As you can see with shared space border in them, function F is something between0 and 1. As shown earlier the thinner this space, we will get more precise answers. In VOF approach some technics are used to get to this level of precision. In this approach, in cells at shared space, a geometrical approximation was selected for the space. Based on this, different approaches were made that we analyze their revolution.
GEOMETRY AND JET TRAJECTORY
Computational network structure is shown in Figure 2 . This network was made by mapping the lower level with the upper level of channel (the level with water spray nozzle). The network has more than one million and two hundred thousand cells and each geometry has subtle differences. Network nodes have a higher density at spray space and around spray point which is because of simulation of border layer at spray point. At matching spaces, network cells are foursquare and unorganized and at Perpendicular direction to air flow they are organized hexagonal cells. Figure 3 shows flowing liquid jet. Liquid ligaments dimension increase is because of network cells dimension increase when getting further away from spray point (in sprays actual physics, getting away from spray point decreases droplet size).
Figure2. A view of generated grids

Figure3. A view of spray trajectory
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The effect of liquid jet spray nozzle geometry on jet path and breaking point is show in Figure 4 . As you can see there is a considerable correlation between numerical simulation results and empirical experiment. Using a nozzle with oval cross section and aspect ratio higher than 1, decrease the breaking length in flow direction and decreasing oval nozzle aspect ratio could increase break length. This increase and decrease in breaking length is because of drag force applied to fluid jet and cause the breaking length to increase. Compared to jet coming out of circular nozzle, Liquid fluid jet path is substantially different.
Figure4. Effect of Nozzle geometry on spray trajectory
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As you can see in Figure 5 , for momentum ratio 50 and Webber number 30, the results from oval nozzle geometry with aspect ratio of 0.5was compared with the results of Thawley et al. [14] work. As you can see, path and the breaking length is almost equal which shows the precision of this approach. [14] Figure 6, shows the flow line around the liquid jet using of time average contours. In these lines decrease of liquid column thickness are shows that causing variation in jet trajectory. Jet trajectory with fitting curve shows in Figure 7 . According to the Figure 7 , we could obtain trajectory equation as a bellow equation: 
Figure5. Comparison of obtained result and Thawley
CONCLUSION
In this study, we tried to analyze effective factors on fluid jet path and liquid jet penetration depth in cross airflow by focusing on numerical study and VOF. The nozzle geometry effect and liquid jet penetration in cross airflow were also analyzed. As it is apparent from the results, considering different geometry, the breaking length and breaking height changes but for circular nozzles the breaking length is constant. Also by comparing the resulting path with other works done by different researchers it is shown that there is a proper adaptation between them.
